Motivated by the large discrepancy of CP-violating phase inB s − B s mixing between the experimental data and the Standard Model prediction, we pursue possible solutions within a family non-universal Z ′ model. Within such a specific model, we find that both theB s − B s mixing anomaly and the well-known "πK puzzle" could be moderated simultaneously with a nontrivial new weak phase, φ L s ∼ −72 • (S1) or −82 • (S2). With the stringently constrained Z ′ coupling B L sb , we then study the Z ′ effects on the rare B → X s µ + µ − and B s → µ + µ − decays, both of which are also induced by the same b → s transition. The observables of B → X s µ + µ − , at both high and low q 2 regions, are found to be able to put strong constraints on the µ − µ − Z ′ coupling, B L,R µµ ∼ 10 −2 . On the other hand, we find that the combined constraints fromB s − B s mixing, B → πK and B → X s µ + µ − do not allow a large Z ′ contribution to the pure leptonic B s → µ + µ − decay.
Introduction
As particle physics is entering into LHC era, direct evidences for New Physics will bloom. High sensitivity studies of low energy phenomena would complement direct discovery physics at 
while within the SM this phase is expected to be 
which deviates from the D0 measurement Eq. (1) by more than 2σ. Combining all the available experimental information onB s −B s mixing, the UTfit collaboration claims that the divergence of φ s between the experiment measurements and the SM prediction is more than 3σ [3] . Taking into account the deviation of φ s in a generic scenario of NP, the CKM-fitter group has found that the SM is disfavoured at 2.5σ [4] . Interestingly, applying their new theoretical formula for B s −B s mixing to D0 [5] and CDF [6] early results based on 1f b −1 data, the authors of Ref. [7] have already found the mixing phase 2σ deviated from the SM expectation. Therefore, such a large observed phase, if still persisting in the upcoming experimental measurements, would definitely indicate a signal of new physics (NP) manifested in b → s transitions. In the following numerical analyses, we would use the UTfit results of φ s [3] as benchmarks.
Motivated by the above observed anomaly, in this paper we shall pursue possible solutions within a family non-universal Z ′ model [8] , which could be naturally derived in certain string constructions [9] , E 6 models [10] and so on. Searching for such an extra Z ′ boson is an important mission in the experimental programs of Tevatron [11] and LHC [12] . Performing constraints on the new Z ′ couplings through low-energy physics is, on the other hand, very important and complementary for direct experimental searches. It is interesting to note that, within such a specific scenario, both the CP-violating phase problem and the well-known"πK puzzle" in hadronic B → πK decays could be resolved [13, 14, 15] . Since both theB s − B s mixing and the B → πK decays involve the same b − s − Z ′ couplings, it is worthwhile to perform a constraint on these couplings with all the available experimental data taken into account simultaneously.
At the same time, we could also get the allowed ranges for flavor-conserving u − u − Z ′ and
The FCNC b → sl + l − (l = e, µ, τ ) transition, which gives rise to the rare inclusive B → X s µ + µ − and the purely leptonic B s → µ + µ − decays, is another important process to probe NP. Averaging the recent experimental data from BABAR [16] , Belle [17] and CLEO [18] , the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group (HFAG) presents the following total branching ratio [19] B(B → X s µ + µ − ) = (4.3
As for the ones in the low (1.0 GeV 2 < q 2 < 6.0 GeV 2 ) and high (14.4 GeV 2 < q 2 < 25GeV 2 ) q 2 regions, after naively averaging the BABAR [16] and Belle [17] measurements, we get re-
Theoretically, with the up-to-date input parameters, the SM predictions [20, 21] for the above three observables are about 5.0 × 10 −6 , 1.8 × 10 −6 and 0.45 × 10 −6 respectively, which agree with the experimental data well. It implies that such observables in B → X s µ + µ − , together with the measurements ofB s − B s mixing and hadronic B → πK decays, may provide strict constraints on the new Z ′ couplings involving the lepton sector.
As for the B s → µ + µ − decay, in addition to the electroweak loop suppression, the decay rate is helicity suppressed in the SM and predicted to be about 3 × 10 −9 [20, 22, 23] , which is still one order of magnitude lower than the CDF upper bound [24] 
It is expected that precise measurements would be available at the upcoming experiments at LHC and super B factories. As a consequence, we shall also investigate the Z ′ contribution to this decay mode within the parameter spaces constrained byB s − B s mixing, B → πK and
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, after a brief review of B q −B q mixing within the SM, we pursue possible solutions to theB s − B s mixing anomaly within a family non-universal Z ′ model, taking into account the constrains from B → πK decays [15] . In Section 3, the effects of such a NP scenario on B → X s µ + µ − and B s → µ + µ − decays are investigated in detail. Our conclusions are summarized in Section 4. Appendix includes all of the theoretical input parameters.
2 Constraints on Z ′ couplings fromB q − B q mixing and B → πK decays
Theoretical framework
Within the SM, the effective Hamiltonian H SM ef f (△B = 2) forB q −B q mixing, relevant for scales
where Q(△B = 2) = (qb) V −A (qb) V −A . Accurate to next-to-leading order (NLO) in QCD, the off-diagonal term M SM 12 (q) in the neutral B-meson mass matrix is given by
where M W is the mass of W boson,B Bq the "bag" parameter, and f Bq the B-meson decay constant. Explicit expressions for the short-distance QCD correction function η B and the
, could be found in Ref. [20] .
Recently UTfit collaboration has performed a model-independent analysis of NP effects tō B q − B q mixing in terms of two parameters C Bq and φ Bq , with the following parametrization [3] C Bq e 2iφ Bq ≡ Within the SM, the modulus C Bq and the phase φ Bq are predicted to be one and zero, respectively. Combining all the available experimental information onB q − B q mixing, the fitting results at 68% and 95% probabilities from Ref. [3] are listed in Table. 1. For each probability, UTfit has found two solutions for φ Bs due to measurement ambiguities [3] : one is close to, but still 3σ deviated from, the SM expectations (denoted as S1 hereafter); another one is much more distinct from the SM and even require dominant NP contributions (S2). Such large deviates may suggest the first evidence of NP exhibited in b → s induced processes [3] . So, in the following we pursue possible solutions within a family non-universal Z ′ model [8] .
While the general framework for Z ′ -induced FCNC transitions has be formulated by Langacker and Plümacher [8] , our discussion throughout this paper for the Z ′ contributions goes under the following simplifications: (1) neglecting kinetic mixing since it only amounts to a redefinition of the unknown Z ′ couplings; (2) neglecting the Z − Z ′ mixing that is known to be very small, but can be easily incorporated [8, 25] ; (3) no significant renormalization group (RG) evolution effects between M Z ′ and M W scales; (4) the right-handed couplings are assumed to be flavor-diagonal and hence real due to the hermiticity of the effective Hamiltonian. Then, the effective Hamiltonian H
could be written as
where B L qb is the Z ′ − b − q coupling, whose definition is different from the one used in our previous paper [15] by a factor
, with g 1 and g 2 being the gauge couplings of Z and Z ′ bosons, respectively. Due to our assumed simplifications, the RG running of the Wilson coefficient induced by Z ′ boson is the same as that of the SM, with the corresponding evolution matrix U LL (µ b , M W ) given to the NLO level by [20] 
, and J 5 = 1.627 in naive dimensional regularization (NDR) scheme with 5 effective quark flavors.
After some simple derivations, one can get the final Z ′ contribution to M 12 (q)
with
Finally, we get the total contribution to the off-diagonal term mass matrix
The mass difference, which describes the strength of theB q − B q mixing, is then given by
An early general investigation of Z ′ effects inB q − B q mixing could be found in Ref. [25] .
Numerical results and discussions
With the UTfit results at 68% and 95% probabilities listed in the Table. 1 as constraints, respectively, we get the allowed ranges for the Z ′ parameters as shown in Fig. 1 , with the corresponding numerical results given in Table. 2. We find that the new b − s − Z ′ coupling, with a new weak phase φ
corresponding to the UTfit result S1 (S2), is crucial to resolve the observedB s − B s mixing phase anomaly.
On the other hand, the strength of
suppressed to be about 0.12 × 10 −3 . Interestingly, we also find that the relative strength, q under the constraints from B q − B q mixing and B → πK decays. S1 and S2 correspond to the two solutions in Table 1 . and φ Bq at 68% (95%) probability.
From Eqs. (9), (10) and (13), we find that the parameters C Bq and φ Bq are independent of the theoretical uncertainties associated with the non-perturbative factorB Bq f 2 Bq within such a family non-universal Z ′ model under our assumed simplifications. However, to get the mass difference △M q , such uncertainties are unavoidable. With the relevant input parameters listed in the appendix, the final numerical results for △M q are listed in Table 3 . It can be seen that, after including the Z ′ contributions, our predictions for △M q also agree with the experiment data, taking into account the respective theoretical uncertainties.
In our pervious paper [15] , we found that a nontrivial new weak phase φ
with the b − s − Z ′ coupling is helpful to resolve the so-called "πK puzzle", which is similar to our present fitting result φ as found in Ref. [15] , the range φ
• is almost excluded by the CP-averaged branching ratios and direct CP asymmetries of B → πK decays. So, it is very necessary and interesting to re-evaluate the ranges of Z ′ couplings under the constraints fromB s − B s mixing and B → πK decays simultaneously. Like the Case IV in Ref. [15] , we give up any simplifications on the
, and use the QCD factorization (QCDF) [26] approach to calculate the amplitudes of B → πK, πK * and ρK decays. As for the end-point divergence appearing in twist-3 spectator and annihilation amplitudes, we quote an infrared finite dynamical gluon propagator derived by Cornwall [27] to regulate it with m g = 0.50 ± 0.05 GeV, which is a reasonable choice so that most of the observables for B → πK, πK * and ρK decays are in good agreement with the experimental data [28] .
Including the constraints fromB s −B s mixing and B → πK decays, the final allowed ranges for the Z ′ couplings are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. As shown in Fig. 1 , the range of φ L s in S1 is now further restricted with the constraints from B → πK decays included (i.e., the range
• is now excluded), while their effect for S2 case is tiny. Our numerical results for Z ′ Table 2 . couplings are summarized in Table. 4.
For evaluating hadronic B → πK decays, since the Z ′ -mediated effects can occur not only in the electro-weak penguins but also in the QCD penguins, we do not assume the relation
uu /2 (if assumed, the Z ′ contributions to the QCD penguins will then vanish, as usually adopted in the literature, see for example Refs. [14, 13] ). So, compared with |B [14] , our fitting result in Fig. 2 shows that a larger ranges for B 
Theoretical Framework
Within the SM, after dropping the negligible charm contributions, the effective Hamiltonian for purely leptonic B s → l + l − decay is given as [20, 29] 
where α = e 2 4π 2 = 1/137, sin 2 θ W = 0.23119 [32] , and the function Y (x t ) is defined as [20, 29] 
Within our approximations for the non-universal Z ′ couplings, the effective Hamiltonian for
Then, the full expression for the branching ratio of
It is noted that our result for B(B s → l + l − ) is different from the ones given by Eq. (B1) in
Ref. [14] and Eq. (15) in Ref. [30] .
The SM effective Hamiltonian for rare b → sl + l − decay at scale µ is given by
Here we choose the operator basis given by Refs. [20, 21] , in which
Modifying the Z ′ -induced effective Hamiltonian Eq. (18) to the above form, we find that the Z ′ effects can be represented as some modifications of the Wilson coefficient of the corresponding operators. To this end, the initial conditions for the coefficients C 9V and C 10A at the matching scale µ = M W are given as
with C
Introducing the normalized dilepton invariant massŝ = (p
with 
The effective coefficient C ef f 9
is defined as
in which the function Y (ŝ) is the one-loop matrix element of Q 9V , and the long distance (LD) effects due to vector mesons J/ψ, ψ ′ and higher cc resonances are included in the function Y res (ŝ). They are given respectively by [21, 34, 35 ]
where
In addition, we adopt the phenomenological factor k = 2.3 in our numerical calculations [36] .
The normalized forward-backward (FB) asymmetry distribution is defined as
Numerical analyses and discussions
With the relevant theoretical formulas collected in section 3.1 and the input parameters summarized in the appendix, we now proceed to present our numerical analyses and discussions.
The rare B → X s µ + µ − and B s → µ + µ − decays involve not only the coupling B In the following discussions, we quote the fitting results for |B L sb | and φ L s under the constraints from C Bq , φ Bs (95% prob.) and B → πK decays as inputs. In our numerical evaluations, we don't consider the LD contribution to C ef f 9 . In each case, our fitting is performed with the experimental data on B(B → X s µ
randomly within their respective 1σ error bars, while the theoretical uncertainties are obtained by varying the input parameters within the regions specified in appendix. Moreover, we leave
which could be tested by more precise measurements in the coming years. In order to investigate the effects of B L µµ , we neglect the Z ′ contributions involving B R µµ in this case. Corresponding to the two solutions S1 and S2 for B L sb , we obtain two allowed regions for B L µµ as shown in Fig. 3 , and the corresponding numerical results are listed in Table 5 . 
Our predictions for B(B → X
, including the results at both low and high q 2 regions, and B(B s → µ + µ − ) are given in Table 6 . Due to the fact that the SM
, and B(B s → µ + µ − ) = (3.1 ± 0.2) × 10 −9 , agree quite well with the experimental measurements as given by Eqs. (4), (5), (6) , and (7) 
, and
50 ± 7 46 ± 10 49 ± 7 50 ± 7 49 ± 7 46 ± 11 49 ± 7 the family non-universal Z ′ model will suffer a serious challenge.
Conclusion
In conclusion, motivated by the observedB s − B s mixing phase anomaly and the so-called "πK puzzle", we have studied a family non-universal Z ′ model to pursue possible solutions. With the constrained b − s − Z ′ coupling byB s − B s mixing and B → πK decays, we focus on the Z ′ effects on the rare B → X s µ + µ − (including both the high and the low q 2 regions) and the purely leptonic B s → µ + µ − decays, both of which are also induced by FCNC b → s transitions.
Our main conclusions are summarized as:
•B s − B s mixing anomaly and "πK puzzle" could be moderated simultaneously within such a family non-universal Z ′ model. Corresponding to the two fitting results S1 and S2 by UTfit collaboration, a new weak phase φ L s ∼ −72
• and −82
• are crucial to resolve these two problems.
• 
with ρ = ρ (1−
) andη = η (1−
). The values given in the brackets are the CKM parameters in presence of generic NP, and used in our calculation when the Z ′ contributions are included.
As for the quark masses, there are two different classes appearing in our calculation. One type is the current quark mass which is scale dependent. Here we take 
where m q (µ) = (m u + m d )(µ)/2, and the difference between u and d quark is not distinguished.
The other one is the pole quark mass. In this paper, we take [32, 40] 
As for the B-meson lifetimes and decay constants, we take [32, 41] τ Bu = 1.638 ps , τ B d = 1.530 ps , 
